
Don’t stop me now

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Co-Founder
for “LongevitYou”, the data-driven, personalized longevity platform

Maximon is a longevity company builder based in Zug, Switzerland. For “LongevitYou”, our next generation,
science-based, big-data driven and personalized longevity program, we are composing a team of
entrepreneurs with the vision to build a leading player in the field of healthy aging and rejuvenation
solutions.
Maximon supports entrepreneurs with substantial funding and a strong, global network of investors,
experts and scientists. As an industry-specific company builder, Maximon enables founders to focus on
executing the business idea by also giving them access to top talent, integrated services, best-practice
processes and industry expertise.

As our Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Co-Founder you are responsible for:
● Co-defining, executing and marketing our “LongevitYou” program for individuals (1st stage)
● Developing the data strategy for “LongevitYou” together with the Chief Data and Analytics Officer in

order to deliver personalized longevity programs and supplements to the masses (2nd stage)
● Educating companies, individuals and other selected audiences about rejuvenation solutions
● Creating an ecosystem of tools and online-services (apps, tele clinics, etc.) which support our

customers to achieve their longevity goals
● Carrying the strategic responsibility to permanently optimize our programs, identifying new

business opportunities together with our partners through more effective and creative use of data
● Translating scientific research results into understandable actions for our customers
● Managing the overall operations and resources of the company as well as acting as the main point

of communication

Your qualifications:
● Entrepreneurial-minded scientist able to develop and lead by a strong vision
● Master’s Degree or PhD in Molecular Medicine, Neurosciences, Preventive Medicine, Biosciences

or related fields. Focus on aging, longevity or increasing health and lifespan is a plus
● Excellent communication skills and the ability to inspire customers, team and stakeholders about

the possibilities of longevity and our personalized longevity programs
● Top performer of your peer group, whether at university or on the job
● Excellent leadership skills with experience collaborating with cross-functional teams
● Passion for longevity and being part of a company with the aim to increase health and life spans

With us as a strong partner by your side:
As our CEO you are building “LongevitYou” together with us from day one. You profit from working with
successful and well-known serial entrepreneurs who have co-founded over 20 companies, and have raised
more than CHF 2bn. On top of that you will cooperate with the brightest (researcher) minds within longevity
and AI, who will also serve as board and team members within our company.
You enjoy a very attractive equity package in “LongevitYou” and a competitive salary.

We are looking forward to getting to know you!
Maximon AG, CH-6300 Zug  - www.maximon.com -  career@maximon.com
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